OUR VALUES
Our aim is to give quality dentistry for the whole
family in a relaxed environment.
• We value our patients, and value what you say.
We are constantly assessing how we may
improve our service for you.
• We care about our community and support
local campaigns to improve oral health.
• We visit local schools to help to raise
awareness and help to improve the oral health
of our local children.
• We want to give back to our community and
the wider world. Simon and Helen are involved
in the charity work in Peru. This involves trips
to remote villages, high in the Andes providing
dental care free to all that need it, who normally
have no access to a dentist.
Please visit our website
www.victoriadental.co.uk
and follow the links for more information
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VICTORIA DENTAL PRACTICE
5 VICTORIA ROAD
DARLINGTON
COUNTY DURHAM
DL1 5 SJ
TEL 01325 462361
www.victoriadental.co.uk
PRINCIPAL DENTISTS
SIMON AND HELEN HOLGUIN
For all enquiries, suggestions or complaints
please contact our practice manager.
Ms. Jayne Coe
General Dental Council https:www.gdc-uk.org
On occasions patients will be anonymously surveyed to
ascertain their views, and results will be published in
patient newsletters, and available on request.
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INDEPENDENT AND
DENPLAN EXCEL PRACTICE

VICTORIA DENTAL PRACTICE
To ensure that our care maintains the highest possible
standards, with the exibility needed to treat each
patient as a unique individual, we became independent
of the N.H.S. in 2006.
We now commit ourselves privately to the patients in
our care. However to ensure we maintain the highest
of standards we are independently assessed and
accredited by the Denplan Excel scheme which runs
regular practice visits, assessments, and surveys to
check our standards in patient care, sterilisation,
and management.
We are happy to see patients for all their dental needs
in the manner which suits them best;
from one off treatments to a registration based
scheme within the practice. At all times the practice
aims to help the patient receive quality,
comfortable care, suitable for their needs in a
reassuring, relaxing, friendly environment.
We run early morning, saturday and evening
appointments for your convenience.
EMERGENCIES
For Out Of Hours emergency care please
listen to our practice answer machine message.
We operate our own ‘oncall’ service run by ourselves
from Victoria Dental Practice. This service is
subsidized by Denplan for our Denplan patients,
however we are happy to see anyone with
an emergency although call out charges will apply.
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ROUTINE APPOINTMENTS
OUT OF WORK TIMES
We try very hard to arrange our appointments
to suit different individual needs. At present we run
early morning, evening, and Saturday appointments
with our lunchtimes variable to accommodate different
requirements. Please feel free to discuss any particular
requirements with our reception staff, who will
endeavour to help wherever possible.

ACCESS
As we are located in a Victorian building we
do have a number of steps at the front. If this
is a problem, please ring reception as we have
restricted access to the back of the building
with only three steps and a chair lift.
We also have a ground oor surgery. Guide dogs are
welcome in reception if accompanying patients.
We can arrange a referral for home visits to provide
simple treatment options.
Please contact the reception for details.
HYGIENE
Prevention and maintaining the foundations
of the teeth is at the heart of successful dentistry.
The team at Victoria works closely
with our hygienist, Angelina, to focus on this.

PRACTICE OPENING HOURS:
MONDAY 8.30 - 6.30
TUESDAY 8.30- 6.30
WEDNESDAY 9-5.30
THURSDAY 8.30 - 5.30
FRIDAY 8.30 - 4.00
SATURDAY 9-12.00 ( BY ARRANGEMENT)

TREATMENT OPTIONS
Item of service - paying for treatment as your
treatment goes along. A price list is available
on reception, however every treatment plan
is individually assessed by the dentist and
appropriate fees allocated.
Denplan- this is a way of joining the practice
as an ongoing patient and spreading the cost
into monthly installments. As well as your
dental health being looked after by the
practice, Denplan covers emergency care
nationally and internationally, accident cover
and some nance towards hospital care.

DENTAL CLINICIANS

SIMON HOLGUIN
BChD Leeds 67217

JAMES BEAL
BDS Newcastle 79381

HELEN HOLGUIN
BChD Leeds 65873

ANGELINA DIXON
RDH 6380 Newcastle

COVID CARE
We have followed all guidance from the GDC
and Chief Dental of cer to allow us to fully treat
patients with care and safety.
We have strict cross-infection and sterilisation
protocols that we follow for the safety of all,
before and during and after all patients’
appointments, including checking a patients’
status before entry into the building.
All our staff are fully vaccinated, wear
appropriate PPE and all our surgeries are
equipped with air puri ers and extractor fans to
remove any viral particles.
All treatment is provided by a dedicated
team in a relaxed and friendly
environment with modern, up to
date surgeries.
For all your dental, hygiene
and cosmetic oral needs.

